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ABOUT THIS ANNUAL REPORT

ABOUT EO

Welcome to EO’s Annual Report FY2016/2017. This report 

looks at the progress EO made during our fiscal year that ran 

from 1 July 2016 to 30 June 2017 as well as showing how 

the organization has continued to evolve during the current 

year. We hope this report serves as a useful resource for 

members, member leaders, staff and stakeholders who wish 

to share a comprehensive understanding of our organization 

and all it offers.

The report provides a snapshot of the programs, events and 

once-in-a-lifetime opportunities offered exclusively to EO 

members as well as our contribution to the broader 

entrepreneurial ecosystem. It includes details on how our 

membership continues to grow (pages 6-7) plus our financial 

statement for the year (page 11).

OUR CORE VALUES: 

Boldly Go! | Thirst for Learning | Make a Mark  | Trust and Respect | Cool

OUR VISION: 

To build the world’s most 
influential community of 

entrepreneurs.

OUR MISSION: 

To engage leading entrepreneurs 
to learn and grow.

The Entrepreneurs’ Organization is:

 » The only peer-to-peer global network exclusively for entrepreneurs 

 » A global business community of 12,000+ leading entrepreneurs 
in 170 chapters and 53 countries (as of March 2018)

 » A peer-based learning organization focused on personalized 
experiences gained through a variety of intriguing events at 
the local, regional and global levels, which foster growth and 
development

 » A member-led organization that seeks to engage and empower 
its member leaders to learn from each other, leading to greater 
business success and an enriched personal life
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MESSAGE FROM THE GLOBAL CHAIR

As Chair, my role—and that of EO staff, the Global Board and 
every committee and regional council—is to listen, observe 
and understand how EO can be more engaging to better serve 
our chapters and members. Our ultimate goal is to advance 
EO’s Vision 2020 of nurturing a more diverse membership and 
connecting with members through transformative offerings that shift 
our collective mindset toward one of global contribution.

As we create a community of contributors who look beyond 
themselves and their businesses to build a better EO experience, we 
are simultaneously building a better world.

In September 2017, we formalized EO’s 
commitment to the UN’s 17 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs), representing  
a huge step in creating a lasting platform 
where EO members can make a mark and 
be significant. 

As entrepreneurs, we are creative, 
innovative, passionate people who don’t 

accept defeat or take no for an answer. The opportunity to 
apply those attributes in tackling the UN SDGs 

helps us live a more significant life as we 
collaborate and multiply our impact.  

As a member-led organization, it’s 
also critical for us to get in front of 
trends that ensure our continued 
relevance for current, potential 

and future members. Attracting new members that enhance our 
network is essential. To do so, we focus on how the entrepreneurial 
world is changing and how evolving entrepreneurs learn, engage, 
connect and transact. 

We actively encourage women to step into leadership roles, and we 
now have more women in regional and global leadership positions 
than ever before in EO’s history.

Each EO member owns their EO experience. While we provide 
amazing programs, experiences and platforms to learn and grow, 

our biggest resource is each other. As members, 
our obligation is to give of ourselves what we 
can. My predecessor, Ivan Ting, encouraged 
us to develop a mindset of sharing, giving 
those around us the chance to live their best 
life. And when we start living our best lives, the 
possibilities are infinite.

Our combined efforts are not just about making 
EO better. It’s about creating an environment 

for our members to become better entrepreneurs, better spouses or 
partners, better parents. Better people! 

Leadership, as Harvard professor Francis Frei says, is about making 
others better because of your presence, and having it last in your 
absence. 

That’s our focus at EO: Helping others become their best selves. 
We are truly one community with infinite possibilities.

—BRIAN BRAULT, EO GLOBAL CHAIR, FY2017/2018

Leadership is about 
making others better 
because of your 
presence, and having  
it last in your absence.”

“Serving as Chair of an organization that I love 

was frightening—I never thought that I could 

lead such amazing leaders. The experience 

reinforced my confidence and resolve: I 

became even more decisive.”  

 —IVAN TING, EO GLOBAL CHAIR, FY2016/2017
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FY2016/2017 HIGHLIGHTS

OUR VISION 2020

Vision 2020 is EO’s four-year strategic plan that runs from July 2016 to June 2020. Over the following 
pages, you will find examples of how we are working towards achieving these priorities in order to 
create one brand, one culture, one EO.

Thank you, Vijay Tirathrai

In his 2.5-year tenure as EO CEO, Vijay 
Tirathrai leveraged his business acumen 
to drive EO’s global presence with a 
strong focus on diversity, innovation and 
engaging the world through business 
leadership. Under his leadership, 
EO enhanced value for its members 
and increased visibility in the global 
entrepreneurial ecosystem.

Welcome, Carrie Santos

Carrie joined EO in November 2017 as 
CEO, bringing with her two decades of 
experience in executive leadership, change 
management, strategic development and 
a strong record of driving operational 
excellence. As we strive to achieve our 
Vision 2020, increase membership levels 
and become the go-to organization for all 
things entrepreneurial, we trust Carrie’s 
results-oriented leadership will guide EO 
and its membership to the next level. 

new members, 
bringing our total 
members up to 
12,690.

2,061
8

1,236
55 840

new chapters: Brussels 
(Belgium); Fukuoka 

(Japan); Indiana (USA); 
Indonesia East; Nagpur 

(India); Nagoya (Japan); 
Portugal; Tulsa (USA).

Accelerator program 
participants this 

year (a new record), 
with 100 graduates 

welcomed as EO 
members.

countries represented 
in our Global Student 

Entrepreneur Awards 
Finals.

Forum trainings 
serving the 84% 

of members who 
participate in chapter 

Forums.
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COMMUNITY OF CONTRIBUTORS

SHIFTING THE MEMBER MINDSET TOWARDS CONTRIBUTING 
TO THE EO COMMUNITY AND BEYOND 

Member leader community

As a member-led organization, EO members volunteer time, energy and passion toward 
strengthening our organization. The 2017 Global Leadership Conference (GLC), held 29 
April – 2 May in Frankfurt, Germany, was the largest event in EO history, serving more 
than 1,430 member leaders and 235 spouse and life partners as we formally kicked off 
our 30th anniversary celebration.

In FY2016/2017, organizational and educational meetings provided tactical and 
experiential learning to benefit these leaders among leaders. EO also improved the 
overarching rhythm of its organizational planning cycle to ensure that decisions flow  
logically from meeting to meeting. 

EO trainer community

EO continues its strong focus on maintaining and pushing the excellence of its trainer 
community to ensure the integrity of our learning and development programs for members:

 » A refresh of our Strategy Summit product drove chapter participation: 113 chapters 
completed traditional summits—12 more than last year—and we held 10 mid-year 
Summits. 

 » Forum moderator summits broke two records: 10 summits had 40 percent 
moderator participation, and the largest program ever boasted 95 attendees.  
There were 840 Forum trainings—conducted by 40 trainers worldwide. 

 » EO’s Train the Trainer event in Chicago in March 2017 brought together the 
Strategy Summit, Mentorship, Accelerator and Forum training communities to 
learn and grow. 

Mentorship

EO’s Mentorship program fosters relationships aimed at high-level leadership 
and personal development. Mentees and mentors meet monthly to work toward 
personalized, measurable and attainable goals and establish personal accountability. 

In FY2016/2017, we launched 19 new chapter-based mentoring programs and 
recruited seven new trainers to meet expanding language demands. This year’s 
exponential growth saw 869 matches, 1,158 members participating, 71 mentorship-
related events and 260 women participating.

Global Citizen of the Year 

EO’s 2017 Global Citizen of the Year is Cameron Madill of EO Portland. He 
established B Local Portland to grow the community of “B Corporations,” thus  
helping to change lives by galvanizing companies that focus on using business  
as a force for good.

According to Cameron, “B Corporation certification measures the impact 
of a company, much as you might measure financial results. Your score is 
benchmarked. If you exceed a certain standard, you can market yourself as a 
member of our community.”
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NEW MEMBERSHIP MAKEUP

NURTURING A MORE DIVERSE MEMBERSHIP BASE THROUGH 
EVENTS, PROGRAMS, COMMUNICATIONS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES 

EO is the world’s only peer-to-peer network exclusively for entrepreneurs, connecting a 
global community of more than 12,000 successful business owners and thought leaders. 
Members enjoy access to the latest member-only content, networking opportunities, 
personal and professional development resources, and admission to exclusive once-in-a-
lifetime events.

Chapter launches

As EO membership continues to expand, new chapters form to provide members with a 
local resource to learn and grow. EO chapters strengthen the global business landscape 
by supporting local businesses and encouraging job growth. In this fiscal year, we 
launched eight new chapters (see page 4).

MyEO Premier Groups 

MyEO—the ultimate tool for personalizing member experience—operates Premier Groups 
designed to support growing areas of membership. MyEO Premier Groups currently 
include Women of EO (543 members), Entrepreneurs≤30 (220 members), Engage (315 
members) and Youth Exchange (90 members). 

MyEO Women of EO is a dynamic group that gives women entrepreneurs in EO an 
opportunity to engage at scheduled events, empowers them through strategic connections 
and ongoing dialogue, and spotlights their strengths. Its first annual Women of EO 
Leadership Summit in Aspen, Colorado, attracted more than 100 women from 30 
chapters. The second, held in Athens, Greece, attracted 75 women from 41 chapters who 
empowered the most meaningful areas of life: business, health, leadership, relationships, 
family and personal growth. 

MyEO Entrepreneurs≤30 brings together members of or under age 30 worldwide, 
creating a community that connects online and offline, builds bonds and offers life-
changing events to address their unique challenges. 

EO GSEA 

Global Student Entrepreneur Awards (GSEA) is EO’s flagship program for nurturing the 
next generation of entrepreneurs. More than 1,500 “studentpreneurs” participated in 110 
national and local qualifying competitions for the chance to advance to the GSEA Global 
Finals, held in April 2017 in Frankfurt, Germany. The GSEA Global Finals welcomed 55 
students from 55 countries, the most diverse competition to date with the highest level of 
participation from women, at 35 percent of the field. The 2017 GSEA winner was Julián 
Ríos Cantú, a Mexican student who is changing how we detect breast cancer by developing 
a bra containing biosensors that monitor breast metrics and alert users to notable changes. 

EO Accelerator 

EO Accelerator empowers entrepreneurs with the tools, accountability and community to 
aggressively grow their businesses to more than US$1 million in sales by learning from 
and connecting with EO’s network of successful entrepreneurs. Accelerator surpassed the 
1,000-participant mark and closed the year with 1,236 active participants. Our current 
graduate rate to full EO membership remains steady at 16 percent.
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EO is proud to focus on quality growth 
in its membership, reflecting our New 
Membership Makeup priority with a 
concerted effort to promote programming 
of interest to both women entrepreneurs 
and new members under age 30. 

SPOTLIGHT ON MEMBERSHIP GROWTH

NEW MEMBER RECRUITMENT

12,690

12,081

11,256

10,405

9,500

8,700

8,004

7,561

352
of 2,061 

New Members

Women 
Entrepreneurs

17%

129
of 2,061 

New Members

Under-30 
Entrepreneurs

6%

Total Members: 12,690

Number of Countries Represented: 52

Number of EO Chapters Worldwide: 167

Number of Chapters Launched in FY2016/2017: 8

Average Member Age:  43

Median Sales:   US$5 million per year

Total Number of Employees: 3 million

Average Member Employees: 240

EO’S GLOBAL FOOTPRINT*

2017

2016

2015

2014

2013

2012

2011

2010

* These numbers reflect our end of year position at 30 June 2017. 
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TOTALITY OF THE ENTREPRENEUR

Global Universities

Our signature global events, EO Global Universities, bring 
hundreds of members together for once-in-a-lifetime, high-energy 
inspirational learning and cultural experiences at exciting locations 
around the world. This year’s London University and Mexico 
University attracted 764 entrepreneurs and were highly rated, 
averaging an 8.5 out of 10.

Regional events 

Designed and hosted by members, for members, regional learning 
events speak directly to the needs and interests of our nine EO 
regions. Typically spanning multiple days and offering inspirational 
speakers, combined with lavish socials and nightlife, regional 
events are an accessible option for enriching member experience 
and included EO Spark —Chhattisgrah, Raipur, India; EO Thrive—
Chicago; EO LACademy—Cali, Colombia; EO One Level 
Up—Munich; EO Nerve—Boston; EO Alchemy—Arizona; EO 
Discover China Series—Hainan; Regional Chapter Administrator 
Training—Virginia; EO Asia Bridge Campus—Cebu, Philippines; 
EO Grow—Cape Town; All Women RIE—Amritsar, Punjab, India; 
EOXpo Taipan—Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia; EO One Asia Golf 
Challenge—Seoul, Korea; and EO 2017 Canada Conference—
Edmonton, Canada. 

Family retreat

EO’s family retreat is a dynamic mix of learning and fun that helps 
families reconnect through clearer communication and discover 
new ways to approach teamwork while helping children become 
more creative, goal-oriented leaders. This year’s family retreat in 
Orlando included 91 members, spouses and children from 22 
families. 

EO partners

In FY2016/2017, new regional and global partnerships were 
established with HotelStorm (providing discounts to members 
and revenue to the organization globally), Microsoft Canada 
(providing discounts, migration services and tailored support 
for members), Texas Medical (providing discounts for members 
and medical support services at regional events), and Gazelles 
Growth Institute (learning opportunities in Latin America and the 
Caribbean). To learn more, go to www.eopartners.org. 

Forum 

Forum, a member-led, confidential peer-sharing program, is the 
bedrock of peer-to-peer experience sharing, and remains EO’s 
most highly rated member benefit, with 84 percent of members 
participating in a chapter Forum. Moderator-trained EO members 
guide the meetings, which emphasize confidentiality, personal 
responsibility and gestalt mindset. Members don’t give advice; 
they speak from prior experience, letting other members draw their 
own conclusions on how to best proceed. EO offers six programs 
in our Advanced Forum Series, all of which dive deeper into 
specific targeted topics.

MyEO

MyEO enables members to personalize their membership 
experience by forming MyEO Groups, planning MyEO Events 
and creating personalized MyEO Forums that cater to unique 
interests both locally and globally. More than 60 percent of 
members participate in MyEO. This year’s events included Alaskan 
ice fishing, Discover Shanghai, Everest Summit and a Thailand 
monastery experience.

Executive education 

At the core of EO’s mission is an unrelenting commitment 
to helping entrepreneurs on every level learn and grow both 
personally and professionally. EO’s executive education offers 
intense programming that brings members to new levels of 
leadership by challenging assumptions, testing traditional  
ways of doing business and introducing new thinking.  
EO offered five executive education programs this fiscal year,  
with 402 members attending.

Chapter learning events

As an organization focused on providing transformational growth 
opportunities, chapter-organized learning events are critical for 
delivering value specifically tailored to local members. This year, 
our 167 chapters successfully executed more than 3,300 such 
events around the world.

DELIVERING TRANSFORMATIVE OFFERINGS FOCUSED ON ALL ASPECTS OF THE ENTREPRENEUR’S LIFE
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INSTANT CONNECTIVITY

ENABLING MEMBERS TO CONNECT TO PEOPLE  
AND RESOURCES TO ACCOMPLISH GOALS  
ANYTIME, ANYWHERE AND WITH ANYONE.

EO Network App

Launched at the 2017 GLC, the EO Network App puts the power 
of EO in the palm of your hand. The app’s popularity continues 
to grow, with nearly 9,000 downloads since the iOS version 
launched in May 2017 and the Android version followed in 
August 2017. On average, 1,270 monthly users connect, interact, 
join groups, register for key learning events and access partner 
deals to maximize member benefits. We continue to enhance the 
app through member feedback. 

Samepage collaboration platform

To provide EO members with the ability to quickly and 
effectively contribute to the exchange of ideas, processes, plans 
and activities, EO implemented Samepage, a cloud-based 
collaboration platform. EO organized customized training 
sessions for our 11 global committees and nine regional councils. 
About 80 percent of invited leaders and 55 chapter boards have 
adopted the platform. EO also offers Samepage at an exclusive 
price to EO members and their businesses—early interest is 
strong, with 28 EO businesses adopting the platform.

Speaker database

Every member shares a thirst for learning. To fuel that thirst, it’s 
now even easier for chapter learning chairs to create inspiring and 
educational events with our redesigned speaker database. The 
latest updates enable members to tailor searches by languages 
spoken, gender, fee, region or speaker popularity; connect directly 
with speakers; add new and engaging speakers; evaluate and 
“like” speakers. EO members can add themselves as a speaker on 
the member website at eonetwork.org.
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SHARING EO CONTENT TO IMPACT MEMBERS AND  
THE BROADER ENTREPRENEURIAL ECOSYSTEM 

Virtual learning

EO is, at its core, a peer-to-peer based learning organization. Since members can’t 
always attend events in person, virtual learning fills the gap.

EO’s two podcast series feature compelling interviews of entrepreneurial thought-leaders. 
Dave Will hosts the EO 360° podcast; Kalika Yap hosts the Wonder podcast, tailored 
toward women entrepreneurs. In 2018, we are adding a Spanish language podcast to 
reach even more entrepreneurs. 

Downloads and views of EO’s podcasts reached an all-time high of 36,323. EO 24—
our annual day of learning for any entrepreneur or aspiring entrepreneur—involved 
approximately 5,000 virtual participants. In 2018, we’ll expand the event from 24 hours 
to an entire week!

External Relationships

Engagement with external organizations raises our profile among entrepreneurs. We led 
sizable delegations to key events, including the Global Entrepreneurship Summit, the 
G20 Young Entrepreneurs’ Alliance, Global Entrepreneurship Congress, Inc., GrowCo 
Conference and WebSummit. We actively supported the U.S. State Department’s Young 
Leaders of the Americas Initiative (YLAI), which brought 250 young entrepreneurs from 
LAC to the U.S. on a five-week fellowship. We also continued close working relationships 
with the Global Entrepreneurship Network and Ashoka, collaborating on a variety of 
events and activities.

Traditional, online and social media impact

We’re working hard to maintain and grow EO’s thought-leadership role in the 
entrepreneurial ecosystem through our traditional, online and social media presence—
posts that members generously produce, share and retweet. In the past year: 

 » We launched the externally focused EO Engage newsletter to a distribution list of 
more than 8,000. 

 » EO’s branded Inc.com page offered members an opportunity to raise their profile 
by authoring posts: 36 members leveraged this benefit in FY2016/2017, with the 
current-year figure likely to triple.

 » Our robust and growing social media presence—Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and 
Instagram—received 49,788 total engagements throughout the fiscal year.

 » To enhance visibility of our Global Entrepreneur Indicator survey, we live-streamed 
a WebTV panel discussion from GLC in Frankfurt in April 2017, building online 
engagement with 1,000+ views across nine countries.

 » We earned 545 media mentions from original print and online content.

 » After 11 successful years, EO ceased printing Octane magazine, partly driven by 
a need to reduce costs, but also recognizing that many members prefer to access 
content through our online Octane Blog, which gets traffic from around the world.

BROADCAST WITH IMPACT
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The financial data reported 

here represents Entrepreneurs’ 

Organization financial activity 

for 1 July 2016 through 30 June 

2017 and the financial position 

as of 30 June 2017. The financial 

health of EO is the direct result of 

a loyal and growing membership 

who are engaged in the many 

educational and peer-to-peer 

learning opportunities offered 

around the globe.

FY2016/2017 FINANCIAL STATEMENT

REVENUE

FY2016/2017 

ALLOCATION OF 
MEMBERS’ GLOBAL 

ANNUAL DUES
(US$1,900)

EXPENSES

27%

18%

18%

15%

12%

5%

3%

2%

11%

13%

10%

20%
71.9%

8.2%

7.5%

5%

4.1%

1.7%
0.7%
0.4%
0.3%
0.2%

14%

14%

4%

6%

1%2%

5%

 Chapter and Member Support: 20%

 Organizational Leadership and Operations: 14% 

 Learning and Leadership Opportunities: 14%

 Forum/MyEO: 13%

 Universities/Global Events: 11%

 Member Communications/PR/GSEA: 10%

 Executive Education Programs: 6% 

 Technology: 5%

 Accelerator: 4% 

 Alliances and Partnerships: 2% 

 Healthnetwork Foundation: 1%

 Chapter and Member Support: 27% (US$508)

 Organizational Leadership and Operations: 18% (US$340) 

 Learning and Leadership Opportunities: 18% (US$334)

 Forum/MyEO: 15% (US$285)

 Member Communications/PR/GSEA: 12% (US$219)

 Technology: 5% (US$100)

 Reserve for Future Investment: 3% (US$65)

 Alliances and Partnerships: 2% (US$49)

FY2016/2017 

US$31,979,312
FY2016/2017 

US$32,940,744
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 Member Dues: 71.9%

 Universities/Global Events: 8.2%

 Forum/MyEO: 7.5%

 Executive Education Programs: 5%

 EO Accelerator: 4.1%

 Learning and Leadership Opportunities: 1.7%

 Alliances and Partnerships: 0.7%

 GSEA: 0.4%

 Technology Grant: 0.3%

 Interest Income: 0.2%
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